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Abstract

This paper proposes new methods to answer approximate nearest neighbor queries on a set
of n points in d
dimensional Euclidean space� For any xed constant d� a data structure with

O�����d���n logn� preprocessing time and O�����d��� logn� query time achieves approximation
factor �� � for any given 	 � � � �� a variant reduces the �
dependence by a factor of ������ For
any arbitrary d� a data structure with O�d�n logn� preprocessing time and O�d� logn� query time

achieves approximation factor O�d����� Applications to various proximity problems are discussed�

� Introduction

Let P be a set of n point sites in d�dimensional space IRd� In the well�known post o�ce problem� we

want to preprocess P into a data structure so that a site closest to a given query point q �called the

nearest neighbor of q� can be found e�ciently� Distances are measured under the Euclidean metric�

The post o�ce problem has many applications within computational geometry and from other areas

such as data compression� pattern recognition� databases� and statistics�

For d � 	� Voronoi diagrams provide an optimal solution to the problem with O�n logn� prepro�

cessing time� O�n� space� and O�logn� query time 
	��� Unfortunately� even for d � � no near�linear

preprocessing method is known that achieves near�logarithmic query time� the best methods� based

on ray shooting 
	� ���� require O��n�m��dd��e� polylogn� query time for an O�m��space structure

�n � m � ndd��e�� To obtain better performance� a number of researchers thus turned to an ap�

proximate version of the post o�ce problem� instead of a site with the minimum distance to the

query point q� �nd a site s whose distance to q is within c times the minimum� We call such an s a

c�approximate nearest neighbor of q and the number c � � the approximation factor�

For any constant d� the approximate post o�ce problem was solved optimally by Arya� et

al� 
��� an O�n��space structure called the balanced box�decomposition �BBD� tree can �nd �� � ���

approximate nearest neighbors in O�logn� time for any �xed � � �� this structure can be constructed

in O�n logn� time� Despite its optimality� the main drawback of Arya� et al��s method is the �con�

stant� factors hidden in the big�Oh notation� These factors depend on the parameters d and �� If d

is held �xed and � is allowed to vary� then the actual query time is O���d log n� in the worst case�

�A preliminary version of this work appeared in Proc� ��th ACM Sympos� Comput� Geom�� pages �������� �		
�
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The preprocessing does not depend on �� Even for small values of d such as  and �� searching for a

������approximate nearest neighbor may be time�consuming with this method�

To obtain better ��dependence in the query time� one can use a di�erent approximation method

due to Clarkson 
���� which is based on an earlier randomized method of Arya and Mount 
���

With high probability Clarkson�s query algorithm requires only O�����d��� log n� time� but prepro�

cessing takes O����dn� log������ time� which is quadratic in n� The parameter � is related to the

ratio of the distance between the farthest pair of sites to the distance between the closest pair of

sites� In Section 	� we obtain a strict improvement of Clarkson�s result� the same O�����d��� logn�

query time is obtained but with only O�����d���n logn� preprocessing time� �The space complexity

is O�����d���n logn� and is comparable to Clarkson�s space bound of O�����d���n log�������� This

method uses the BBD trees of Arya� et al� in a novel way� Further reduction of the ��dependence by

an ����� factor is possible at the expense of an extra logn factor in the query time� The log n factor

can be removed in certain applications� for example� in �nding bichromatic closest pairs�

The above method� though e�cient in low dimensions� is impractical in high dimensions� because

constant factors grow exponentially when d varies� This exponential dependence on d is also inherent

in Arya� et al��s method and in traditional methods based on grids �bucketing�� quadtrees� and k�d

trees� see Arya� et al� 
�� for an analysis of a grid method� In some applications such as vector

quantization� the dimension d may actually be a function of n�

To circumvent the exponential growth problem� one can demand less and settle for a rough ap�

proximation to the post o�ce problem� �In applications where any reasonable metric will do� a

rough approximation is just as good�� Bern 
�� described an interesting quadtree method to �nd

O�
p
d��approximate nearest neighbors in O�d	d logn� time with O�d�dn logn� preprocessing time�

Alternatively� a randomized method �nds O�d�����approximate nearest neighbors in O�d log� n� query

time with high probability� using O�d�dn log� n� preprocessing time� In Section � we improve Bern�s

technique by removing the exponential factors completely using a deterministic method� we can �nd

O�d�����approximate nearest neighbors in O�d� log n� query time with O�d�n logn� preprocessing

time� Applications of our technique include an O�d�n log n��time algorithm for approximating Eu�

clidean minimum spanning trees and an O�dn logn��time algorithm for �nding approximate closest

pairs�

While this technique yields fast algorithms even in high dimensions� its major disadvantage is that

the solutions produced are quite inexact� Since the initial draft of our work� several recent papers�

by Kleinberg 
���� Indyk and Motwani 
��� and Kushilevitz� et al� 
���� have appeared dealing with

how to avoid the exponential dependence on d for smaller approximation factors� Among the results

from the latter two papers are randomized data structures that can �nd �� � ���approximate nearest

neighbors for a �xed constant � � �� with query time polynomial in d and logn and preprocessing

time polynomial in d and n �with a large exponent that depends on ���

� Fine Approximation in Low Dimensions

In what follows� k � k denotes the Euclidean norm and k � k� denotes the L� norm� Given q � IRd

and r � �� B�q� r� denotes the Euclidean ball fp � IRd � k p� q k � rg� For any point p � IRd� we use

pi to denote the i�th coordinate of p� and we use p� � IRd�� and p�� � IRd�� to denote the projected

points �p�� � � � � pd��� and �p�� � � � � pd��� respectively� In this section� we assume that the dimension d

is a �xed constant and constants in big�Oh notation may depend on d�

	



��� Preliminaries on BBD trees

Let P be a set of n point sites in IRd� For our purposes� a BBD tree for P is a binary tree with

O�n� nodes and O�logn� depth� satisfying the following properties� Each node v of the tree is

associated with a cell� cell�v� � IRd� Let P �v� � P �cell�v�� If root denotes the root of the tree� then

P �root� � P � If left�v� and right�v� denote the left and right children of an internal node v� then

cell�left�v�� and cell�right�v�� have disjoint interiors� covering cell�v�� For simplicity� we assume that

no site lies on the boundary of a cell� The cells of the tree obey the following conditions�

�� Each cell has constant complexity� and

	� The number of cells with disjoint interiors and diameters at least s� intersecting a set of diam�

eter r� is bounded by d� � Cr�sed for some �xed constant C�

The �rst condition follows directly from Arya� et al��s construction of the BBD tree 
��� they used

cells that are di�erences of two axis�aligned boxes� The second condition is a consequence of their

packing lemma 
�� ��� The construction time is O�n logn��

Lemma ��� Given q � IRd and r � �� one can �nd k � O�logn� nodes of the BBD tree� v�� � � � � vk�

in O�logn� time� such that �i� each site in B�q� r� lies in some P �vi�� and �ii� each P �vi� is contained

in B�q� 	r��

Proof� Consider the following algorithm� based on a query algorithm by Arya and Mount for

approximate range searching 
���

Algorithm BDD�Query�v�

�� if v � nil or cell�v�� B�q� r� � � then return �
	� if cell�v� has diameter � r then return fvg
� return BDD�Query�left�v�� 	 BDD�Query�right�v��

Let fv�� � � � � vkg to be the set of nodes returned by a call to BDD�Query�root�� It is easy to see

that �i� holds� To show �ii�� observe that for each vi� cell�vi� intersects B�q� r� and has diameter less

than r� it follows that each point in cell�vi� lies in B�q� 	r��

It remains to bound the running time of BDD�Query��� We say that a node v is expanded if cell�v�

intersects B�q� r� and the diameter of cell�v� is at least r� The packing lemma �second condition�

ensures that the number of expanded nodes with disjoint interior is bounded by a constant� Since

cells of nodes on the same level of the BBD tree have disjoint interiors� the total number of expanded

nodes is at most a constant times the depth of the tree� i�e�� O�logn�� This bounds the running time

as well as the number k of nodes returned by BDD�Query��� �

��� Two BBD�based data structures

Let P be a set of n point sites in IRd and let � � � be �xed� We now give a data structure for P such

that given a query point q � IRd� we can quickly report a �� � ���approximate nearest neighbor of q�

i�e�� a site s such that k s� q k � �� � ��k p� q k for any p � P � The idea is to consider a number of

coordinate systems and build BBD trees under each one� �Kapoor and Smid 
��� adopted a similar





strategy� using range trees� to obtain dynamic data structures for approximate nearest neighbor

queries�� We note that each site lies inside a certain narrow cone under some coordinate system�

We show that �nding a nearest neighbor restricted to such a cone can be solved using approximate

range searching via Lemma 	���

Lemma ��� Let �� � fp � IRd � k p� k � 	pdg� where 	 �
p
���� With O�n logn� preprocessing time

and space� one can answer the following query in O�logn� time	 given q � IRd and r � �� return a

site s satisfying the inequality

min fk s� q k� rg � �� � �� max fk p� q k� r�	g ���

for any p � P with p� q � ���

Proof� Construct a BBD tree for the �d � ���dimensional set P � � fp� � p � Pg �for simplicity�

assume that no two sites have the same projection�� For each node v of the tree with cell cell�v��

sort the point set P �v� � fp � P � p� � cell�v�g according to the last coordinate and augment the

node v with an array storing this sorted list� The space complexity of this augmented BBD tree

is O�n logn�� since the tree is of logarithmic depth� The preprocessing time remains O�n logn��

including the sorting step�

Given point q � IRd and r � �� we can �nd a site s with the desired property as follows� Using

algorithm BDD�Query�� in Lemma 	��� �nd k � O�logn� nodes of the BBD tree� v�� � � � � vk� such that

�i� each projected site in B�q�� 	r� lies in some P ��vi�� and �ii� each P ��vi� is contained in B�q�� 		r��

Now� de�ne s to be a site in P �v�� 	 � � �	 P �vk� that minimizes jsd � qdj�
Clearly� s can be found by performing k � O�logn� binary searches on the sorted lists at nodes

v�� � � � � vk in O�log� n� time� To reduce the running time to O�logn�� we employ a standard technique�

attributed to Lueker and Willard 
	��� for each internal node v of the BBD tree and each point

p � P �v�� keep pointers to the successor and predecessor of p in the sorted lists of left�v� and

right�v�� this increases preprocessing time and space by at most a constant factor� To answer a

query using algorithm BDD�Query��� we only need to perform one binary search at the root� given

the position of the query point q in the sorted list at node v� we can deduce the position of q in the

sorted list at its children in constant time�

Let p be a site with p � q � ��� It remains to show that inequality ��� holds� If k p � q k � r�

then we are done� Otherwise� since p � q � ��� we have k p� � q� k � 	jpd � qdj � 	k p � q k � 	r�

By �i�� p must belong to some P �vi�� so that jsd � qdj � jpd � qdj � k p� q k� Furthermore� by �ii��

we have k s� � q� k � 		r � �
p
��	�r� Then

k s� q k� � jsd � qdj� � k s� � q� k� � k p� q k� � �r��	

� �� � 	�� max
n
k p� q k�� r���

o
�

Taking square roots� we get k s� q k � �� � �� max fk p� q k� r�	g� implying ���� �

The set �� is a �spherical� cone of angular diameter 
 � 	 arctan 	 � ��	�� It is well known that

the space IRd can be covered by O�
��d� cones of angular diameter 
� for example� in the plane� such

a system of cones can be obtained by rotation over angles of 
j for j � �� � � � � d	��
e �see Yao 
	���

Let f��j�
� g be a collection of O�
��d� � O�����d���� rotated copies of �� covering IRd� We have the

following�

�



Theorem ��� With O�����d���n logn� preprocessing time and space� we can �nd a �� � ���

approximate nearest neighbor of a query point q � IRd in O�����d��� logn� time�

Proof� By changing coordinate systems� we can replace �� with the cone �
�j�
� in Lemma 	�	 for

each j� In the preprocessing� we construct the data structure for each of the O�����d���� cones� The

total preprocessing time is O�����d���n logn�� To answer the query� we �rst compute a 	�approximate

nearest neighbor t of q in O�logn� time by Arya� et al��s method 
��� Set r � k t� q k� observe that

max fk p� q k� r�	g � k p� q k for any p � P � Let s�j� be the site returned by the query algorithm

of the lemma for the cone �
�j�
� � Then the site in fs�j�g 	 ftg closest to q is a �� � ���approximate

nearest neighbor of q� The query time is therefore O�����d��� logn�� �

We can slightly improve the ��dependence in the time bounds by using a di�erent set of cones

and known techniques on planar Voronoi diagrams 
	���

Lemma ��� Let �� � fp � IRd � k p�� k � 	pdg� where 	 �
p
���� With O�n logn� preprocessing

time and space� one can answer the following query in O�log� n� time	 given q � IRd and r � ��

return a site s satisfying inequality �
� for any p � P with p� q � ���

Proof� Construct a BBD tree for the �d� 	��dimensional set P �� � fp�� � p � Pg� For each node v

of the tree with cell cell�v�� store the point set P �v� � fp � P � p�� � cell�v�g and the Voronoi

diagram of the two�dimensional point set f�pd��� pd� � p � P �v�g� The space complexity of this

augmented BBD tree is O�n logn�� since the tree is of logarithmic depth� The preprocessing time

is O�n log� n� if we use an O�n logn��time algorithm to construct the Voronoi diagrams� We can

reduce the preprocessing time to O�n logn� if we construct these Voronoi diagrams in a bottom�up

fashion� since planar Voronoi diagrams can be transformed into �d halfspace intersections� and the

intersection of two �d convex polyhedra can be be computed in linear time 
����

Given point q � IRd and r � �� we follow the proof of Lemma 	�	 and use algorithm BDD�Query��

in Lemma 	�� to �nd k � O�logn� nodes of the BBD tree� v�� � � � � vk� such that �i� each projected site

in B�q��� 	r� lies in some P ���vi�� and �ii� each P ���vi� is contained in B�q��� 		r�� We then de�ne s to

be a site in P �v��	 � � �	P �vk� that minimizes jsd��� qd��j� � jsd� qdj�� This site s can be found by

performing k � O�logn� point location queries on the Voronoi diagrams at nodes v�� � � � � vk� Using

an optimal method for planar point location� we can compute s in O�log� n� time� That s satis�es

the desired property now follows as in the proof of Lemma 	�	� �

If we ignore the �d� ���st coordinate� then �� is a cone of angular diameter 
 in IRd��� We can

thus cover IRd with only O�
��d� � O����d��� rotated copies f��j�
� g of ��� Lemma 	�� then implies

the following analogue of Theorem 	��

Theorem ��� With O����d��n logn� preprocessing time and space� we can �nd a ������approximate

nearest neighbor of a query point q � IRd in O����d�� log� n� time�

��� Applications

In certain batched applications of the post o�ce problem� we can eliminate the extra logn factor in

Theorem 	�� by using a simple grid scheme in place of BBD trees� Suppose r is �xed and consider a
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uniform grid over IRd where each grid cell has side length r�
p
d� Create a node for each grid cell that

contains a site� Let cell�v� be the grid cell corresponding to a node v� and let P �v� � P � cell�v��

The collection fP �v�g can be computed by assigning points to grid cells� with the �oor function� in

O�n logn� time using a dictionary� We have the following improvement of Lemma 	�� for a �xed r�

Lemma ��	 Given q � IRd� one can �nd k � O��� nodes� v�� � � � � vk� in O�logn� time� such that

�i� each site in B�q� r� lies in some P �vi�� and �ii� each P �vi� is contained in B�q� 	r��

Proof� Let v�� � � � � vk be the nodes whose grid cells intersect B�q� r�� We have �i� obviously� and �ii�

follows because the diameter of each grid cell is r� Since B�q� r� is contained in the union of at mostl
� � 	

p
d
md

grid cells of side length r�
p
d� we have k � O���� The time bound follows by using a

dictionary� �

We can improve Theorem 	�� if a weaker type of queries involving the parameter r is su�cient�

Theorem ��
 Fix r� With O����d��n logn� preprocessing time and O����d��n� space� one can an�

swer the following query in O����d�� logn� time	 given q � IRd� return a site s satisfying inequality �
�

for any p � P �

Proof� In the proof of Lemma 	��� replace BBD trees with the above grid scheme and use Lemma 	��

instead of Lemma 	���

Note� We have assumed a real�RAM model of computation that can perform integer divisions

�with the �oor function�� In this instance� one can avoid such operations by using a �degraded� grid

of Lenhof and Smid 
���� �

As an illustration� we use the above theorem to �nd approximate bichromatic closest pairs� given

a set of n points where each point is colored red or blue� �p�� q�� is a c�approximate closest red�blue

pair if �p�� q�� is a red�blue pair and k p� � q� k � ck p� q k for any red�blue pair �p� q��

Corollary ��� For any � � �� a �� � ���approximate closest red�blue pair can be found in

O����d��n log n� time�

Proof� First use Arya� et al��s data structures to compute a 	�approximate closest red�blue pair

�s� t� in O�n logn� time� Let r � k s� t k� then max fk p� q k� r�	g � k p� q k for any red�blue pair

�p� q�� For each blue point q� use Theorem 	�� to �nd a red point s�q� such that

min fk s�q�� q k� rg � �� � �� min
p red

k p� q k�

Then a pair in f�s�q�� q� � q blueg	f�s� t�g with the smallest distance is a ������approximate closest

red�blue pair� �

In IR�� the above method runs in O������n logn� time and is faster than the known exact meth�

ods 
�� if ��� is within the order of n���� We can also apply Theorem 	�� to approximate the Hausdor�

distance 
	�� of two �static� point sets with a similar running time�

�



� Rough Approximation in High Dimensions

In this section� we assume a real�RAM model of computation that supports integer division and base�

	 integer logarithm in unit time� Constants in big�Oh notation do not depend on the dimension d�

��� Preliminaries on balanced quadtrees

The standard quadtree approach in IRd is based on the idea of recursively decomposing a box into

	d subboxes of equal size� To avoid exponential factors� we adopt a binary variant that performs

such a decomposition in d stages� a box is �rst split into two subboxes of equal size by a hyperplane

orthogonal to the �rst axis� each of which is then split by a hyperplane orthogonal to the second

axis� etc� This suggests the following de�nition� a quadtree box is a set B 
 
�� 	�d of the form

B � 
a�
��
� a���

��
�� � � �� 
ai

��
� ai��

��
�� 
ai��

��
� ai����

��
�� � � �� 
ad

��
� ad��

��
�

for some � � IN� i � f�� �� � � � � d� �g� and integers a�� � � � � ad� The number � is called the level of B�

We say that B is of stage d� � i� Note that the diameter of B is less than 	���
p
d�

In order to build a tree that is balanced with quadtree boxes� we use the following lemma due to

Arya� et al� 
���

Lemma ��� Given an n�point set P � 
�� 	�d� there exists a quadtree box B such that both point sets

P � B and P n B have cardinality at most 	n�� Furthermore� if the points in P have been sorted

along each of the d coordinates� then B can be constructed in O�dn� time�

Proof� De�ne a sequence of quadtree boxes B�� B�� � � � iteratively as follows� Let B� � 
�� 	�d� which

is a quadtree box of stage �� Given a quadtree box Bk�� of stage k � � �k � ��� write Bk�� as the

disjoint union of two quadtree boxes of stage k� One of the two boxes contains at least jP �Bk��j�	

of the points of P � Let Bk be this box�

Now� consider the smallest index k with jP � Bk j � 	n�� we know such a k exists since the

diameters of B�� B�� � � � converge to �� Then jP �Bk j � jP �Bk��j�	 � n� and so jP nBk j � 	n��

This proves the existence of the quadtree box B� The proof can be made constructive using integer

logarithms to yield the speci�ed time bound� as shown by Arya et al� 
�� �their algorithm is called

�centroid shrink��� �

For our purposes� a balanced quadtree for the point set P is a binary tree with O�n� nodes and

O�logn� depth� satisfying the following properties� Each node v of the tree stores a quadtree box B�v�

and each leaf stores a site� Let P �v� be the set of sites stored in the leaves of the subtree rooted at v�

If root denotes the root of the tree� then P �root� � P � If left�v� and right�v� denote the left and right

children of an internal node v� then P �left�v�� � P �v� � B�v� and P �right�v�� � P �v� n B�v�� By

applying Lemma �� recursively� we see that such a tree exists and can be constructed in O�dn logn�

time after an initial sorting phase of O�dn logn� time�

��� A quadtree�based data structure

Let P be a set of n point sites in IRd� Following an approach of Bern 
��� we now show that balanced

quadtrees can be used to answer approximate nearest neighbor queries on P � The idea is to consider

�



a certain set of vectors fv�j�g and build balanced quadtrees for the translate P � v�j� for each j�

Bern showed that using a set of 	d vectors� one can �nd an O�
p
d��approximate nearest neighbor

of any query point� Alternatively� using a set of O�t logn� random vectors� one can �nd O�d�����

approximate nearest neighbors with probability �� O���nt�� We show that a set of O�d� carefully

chosen vectors actually su�ces to yield approximation factor O�d�����

We �rst need some de�nitions� Given x � IR and r � �� let x div r � bx�rc and

xmod r � x � bx�rcr� Given a point p � IRd� let p div r � �p� div r� � � � � pd div r� and pmod r �

�p� mod r� � � � � pd mod r�� We say that two points p� q � IRd belong to the same r�grid cell if and

only if p div r � q div r� We say that a point p is �central in its r�grid cell if and only if for each

i � �� � � � � d� we have r � pi mod r � ��� �r� or equivalently� �pi � r� mod r � 	r�

Observation ��� Let p� q � IRd� If q is �central in its r�grid cell and k p� q k� � r� then p and

q belong to the same r�grid cell� �

Our key lemma is the following�

Lemma ��� Suppose d is even� Let v�j� � � j
d�� � � � � �

j
d��� � IRd� For any point p � IRd and

r � 	�� �� � IN�� there exists j � f�� �� � � � � dg such that p � v�j� is � �
�d����central in its r�grid cell�

Proof� Suppose� on the contrary� that p � v�j� is not � �
�d����central for any j � �� �� � � � � d� Then�

for each j� there is an index i�j� � f�� � � � � dg with

�pi�j� � j
d�� � r

�d��� mod r � r
d�� �

or equivalently� by multiplying both sides by �d � ��	��

��d� ��	�pi�j� � 	�j � �
�� mod �d� �� � ��

By the pigeonhole principle� there exists two distinct indices j� j� � f�� �� � � � � dg with i�j� � i�j���

Letting z � �d� ��	�pi�j� � �
� � we have �z� 	�j� mod �d� �� � � as well as �z� 	�j�� mod �d� �� � ��

This is possible only if 	�j  	�j� �mod �d � ���� Since 	� and d � � are relatively prime� we must

have j � j�� a contradiction �

We now give a data structure for answering nearest neighbor queries with an O�d���� approxi�

mation factor for even d� �For odd d� replace d by d � ��� If the L� metric is used instead of the

Euclidean metric� the approximation factor reduces to O�d��

Theorem ��� Suppose d is even� Let c � �d�����d������ With O�d�n logn� preprocessing time and

O�d�n� space� we can �nd a c�approximate nearest neighbor of a query point q � IRd in O�d� logn�

time�

Proof� We may assume that the given n�point set P is contained in 
�� ��d� Let p� � P be an exact

nearest neighbor of the query point q� and let r � 	�� �� � IN� be such that

r
�d�� � k p� � q k � r

�d�� �

�If k p� � q k � �
�d�� � then any site is a c�approximate nearest neighbor��

�



Suppose that q is � �
�d����central in its r�grid cell� and suppose that a balanced quadtree for P is

available� Consider the following query algorithm� which runs in O�d logn� time and returns a set of

O�logn� sites�

Algorithm Quad�Query�v�

�� if v is a leaf then return fthe site in vg
	� if q � B�v� then

� return Quad�Query�left�v��

�� else return Quad�Query�right�v��	 fs�v�g
where s�v� is any site from P �left�v��

We prove that if p� � P �v�� then Quad�Query�v� contains a c�approximate nearest neighbor of q� By

line �� the statement is true if v is a leaf� If v is an internal node� we consider four cases�

Case 
	 q � B�v�� p� � B�v�� Then p� � P �left�v�� � P �v��B�v�� and inductively� we may assume

that the set Quad�Query�left�v�� from line  contains a c�approximate nearest neighbor of q�

Case �	 q �� B�v�� p� �� B�v�� Then p� � P �right�v�� � P �v�nB�v�� and inductively� we may assume

that the set Quad�Query�right�v�� from line � contains a c�approximate nearest neighbor of q�

Case 	 q � B�v�� p� �� B�v�� Suppose that B�v� is of level ��� Then the two points p� and q do not

belong to the same �	�����grid cell� However� by Observation �	� they belong to the same r�grid cell

with r � 	��� We must have �� � �� implying that the diameter of B�v� is less than 	����
p
d � r

p
d�

Then any site s � P �left�v�� from the set returned in line  is a c�approximate nearest neighbor of q�

k s� q k � r
p
d � ��d��� � �d���� k p�� q k�

Case �	 q �� B�v�� p� � B�v�� As in Case � we can argue that the diameter of B�v� is at most r
p
d�

Then the site s�v� � P �left�v�� found in line � is a c�approximate nearest neighbor of q�

k s�v�� q k � k s�v�� p� k� k p� � q k � r
p
d � k p� � q k � ��d��� � �d��� � �� k p�� q k�

We conclude that Quad�Query�root� returns a set of O�logn� sites containing a c�approximate

nearest neighbor of q� under the assumption that q is � �
�d����central in its r�grid cell� This assumption

can be removed as follows� By Lemma �� we know that q � v�j� is � �
�d����central in its r�grid cell

for some j � f�� �� � � � � dg� During preprocessing� build a balanced quadtree for the point set P � v�j�

for each j� The total preprocessing time for the d � � trees is O�d�n log n�� By answering a query

for q � v�j� on the point set P � v�j� for each j� we obtain a set of O�d logn� sites containing a

c�approximate nearest neighbor of q� and we can return the closest point to q in this set� The query

time is therefore O�d� logn�� �

��� Applications

One application of our technique is the construction of sparse Euclidean spanner graphs� A t�spanner

of P is a subgraph of the complete Euclidean graph of P � with the property that the shortest path

length between any pair of points p� q � P is bounded by tk p� q k� The number t � � is called the

�



stretch factor� We show how to construct a spanner of size O�dn logn� with an O�d���� stretch factor

by modifying the proof of Theorem ��� Most previous algorithms �e�g�� 
�� 	�� 		�� can �nd spanners

with stretch factor arbitrarily close to � but have exponential dependence on d in their running time�

Theorem ��� Suppose d is even� Let t � �d��� � �d��� � �� A t�spanner with O�dn logn� edges can

be constructed in O�d�n logn� time�

Proof� Given a balanced quadtree for P � 
�� ��d� consider the following procedure� which runs in

O�n logn� time and returns a graph with O�n logn� edges�

Algorithm Spanner�v�

�� if v is a leaf then return �
	� return Spanner�left�v�� 	 Spanner�right�v�� 	 ffs�v�� pg � p � P �v�g

where s�v� is any site from P �left�v��

Given a pair p� q � P � let r � 	�� �� � IN� be such that

r
�d�� � k p� q k � r

�d�� �

Suppose that q is � �
�d����central in its r�grid cell� We prove that if p� q � P �v�� then the shortest

path length between p and q in Spanner�v� is at most tk p� q k�
Case 
	 p� q � B�v�� Then p� q � P �left�v��� and the claim follows by induction�

Case �	 p� q �� B�v�� Then p� q � P �right�v��� and the claim follows by induction�

Case 	 p �� B�v�� q � B�v�� As in the Case  of the proof of Theorem ��� we can show that the

diameter of B�v� is at most r
p
d� Then the path p� s�v�� q in Spanner�v� has length

k p� s�v� k � k s�v�� q k � k p� q k � 	 k s�v�� q k
� k p� q k � 	r

p
d � ��d��� � �d��� � �� k p� q k�

Case �	 p � B�v�� q �� B�v�� Similar to Case �

We conclude that Spanner�root� contains a path between p and q of length at most tk p � q k�
under the assumption that q is � �

�d����central in its r�grid cell� We can remove this assumption by

constructing balanced quadtrees for P � v�j� for j � f�� � � � � dg� using Lemma �� and taking the

union of the resulting d� � graphs�

Note� It follows from the proof that the spanner diameter 
� of our graph is 	� �

The following is an application to the approximation of Euclidean minimum spanning trees�

By well�known reductions� we have similar results for related problems such as Euclidean traveling

salesman tours and minimum Euclidean Steiner trees�

Corollary ��	 Suppose d is even� Let t � �d��� � �d��� � �� A Euclidean spanning tree with weight

at most t times the weight of the Euclidean minimum spanning tree can be constructed in O�d�n logn�

time�

��



Proof� Let G be the spanner graph from Theorem ��� Construct a minimum spanning tree of G!

for instance� by a Fibonacci�heap implementation of Prim�s algorithm!in O�dn logn� time� It is

easy to check that this tree satis�es the desired property� �

For the application to the approximation of bichromatic closest pairs �see Section 	��� we can

reduce the O�d�� factor in the running time to O�d� by a di�erent strategy without the use of

quadtrees� We begin with a lemma that shows how to translate any point set so that at least half of

the points become central in their grid cells�

Lemma ��
 Given a set P � IRd of n � d points and r � �� one can �nd a vector v � IRd in O�dn�

time� such that there are at least n�	 points p � P with the property that p � v is � �
�d��central in its

r�grid cell�

Proof� Replace each point p � P with pmod r� this does not a�ect the condition of the lemma and

ensures that P � 
�� r�d� Fix i � f�� � � � � dg� For each p � P � the number pi div r
�d lies in f�� �� � � � � 	d�

�g� Thus� there exists an index ki � f�� �� � � � � 	d� �g such that
���p � P � pi div r

�d � ki
��� � n

�d �

Such a ki can be found in O�n � d� time for each i�

Now� we claim that the vector

v � � r
�d�k�� � � � � kd�� r

�d��� � � � � ��

satis�es the desired condition� To see this� observe that if p � v is not � �
�d��central in its r�grid cell�

then we have �pi � rki
�d � mod r � r

�d for some i� this implies that pi div r
�d � ki� By our choice of ki�

there are at most n
�d points with this property for each i � �� � � � � d� so at most half of the points are

not � �
�d��central� �

An alternative �nondeterministic� way to prove the above lemma is to pick the vector v uniformly

at random from 
�� r�d� Straightforward calculations �e�g�� see Bern 
��� reveal that the probability

that p � v is � �
�d��central for a �xed point p is greater than ��	�

The above lemma combined with prune�and�search gives a linear�time method for a decision

version of the approximate bichromatic closest�pair problem� A solution to the closest�pair problem

then follows by binary search�

Lemma ��� Let P � IRd be a set of n � d points� where each point is colored red or blue� Let r � �

be such that there exists a red�blue pair �p�� q�� with k p�� q� k� � r
�d � Suppose that the points have

been sorted along each of the d coordinates� In O�dn� time� we can �nd a red�blue pair �p� q� with

k p� q k � r
p
d�

Proof� Find a vector v satisfying the condition of Lemma ��� Replace each point p � P by its

translate p � v� this transformation does not a�ect distances between points and ensures that there

are at most n�	 points in the set bP � fp � P � p is not � �
�d��central in its r�grid cellg�

Since we have the sorted order of the multiset fpi div r � p � Pg for each i � �� � � � � d� a radix sort

yields a lexicographical ordering of the multiset fp div r � p � Pg in O�dn� time� With this ordering�

we can assign each point to its r�grid cell in O�dn� time� If there exists a cell containing both a red

point and a blue point� then their distance is at most r
p
d and we have found a pair�

��



If no pair is found by this process� then neither p� nor q� is � �
�d��central in its r�grid cell� for

otherwise p� and q� would belong to the same r�grid cell by Observation �	� Therefore� we can solve

the problem recursively for the point set bP � The overall running time is bounded by O�dn� dn�	 �

dn�� � � � �� � O�dn�� �

Theorem ��� Let n � d and c � �d���� A c�approximate closest red�blue pair can be found in

O�dn logn� time�

Proof� Let X be the set of N � dn real numbers formed by the coordinates of the given points�

Let r� be the L� distance of the closest red�blue pair� then r� � X �X � We consider the problem

of �nding r� using calls to a decision procedure D�r�� which determines whether r� � r for a given

parameter r� Clearly� O�logN� calls to D is su�cient by binary search if we have precomputed the

Cartesian di�erence X � X in O�N�� time� Standard techniques can be used to bring down the

quadratic overhead to O�N logN� using an implicit binary search that performs repeated weighted�

median computation� for example� see 
�	� ��� ����

Although we do not have an e�cient implementation of D� Lemma �� gives a procedure eD�r�

that can successfully �nd a red�blue pair �p� q� with k p� q k � r
p
d if r� � r

�d � To decide whether

r� � r for a given r� we call eD��dr�� If eD��dr� is unsuccessful in �nding a pair� then we know that

r� � r� Otherwise� we tentatively assume that r� � r and add the returned pair to a set A� With

O�logN� calls to eD� we can then �nd a �possibly incorrect� value r� for r��

If all of our tentative decisions are correct� then r� � r�� and a call to eD��dr�� yields a pair

�p�� q�� with k p� � q� k � �d���r�� Otherwise� we have made a mistake for some r� that is� r� � r

but eD��dr� successfully �nds a pair �p� q� � A with k p � q k � �d���r � �d���r�� In any case�

A 	 f�p�� q��g contains a c�approximate closest red�blue pair� and we can return a pair with the

smallest distance in this set� Since eD can be implemented in O�dn� time� the running time of the

algorithm is O�dn logN�� �

In closing� we mention an implementation of a dictionary for points in high dimensions that

tolerates small errors� Let P be a set of n points in IRd such that every two points are of distance

at least 	 apart� In a query� we wish to �nd a point in P that is within distance � from a given

query point� assuming that the tolerance � is much less than 	� A simple solution to this problem

is to use a uniform grid� locate the 	�grid cell containing the query point and examine all of its

d�� neighboring grid cells �with a little care� the number d can be reduced to 	d�� We can remove

the exponential dependence by observing that if q is �central in its 	�grid cell and � � 	� then

neighboring cells need not be explored� The centrality assumption can be enforced by considering

various translates of P with Lemma �� Only simple data structures are needed� and insertions and

deletions of points can be easily handled�

� Conclusions

We have examined ways of reducing �constant factors� in previous approaches to approximate nearest

neighbor queries on a set of n points� For any �xed dimension d and approximation factor � � ��

we obtain constants that are O�����d���� or O����d���� For any dimension and a su�ciently large

�	



approximation factor� we obtain constants that are polynomial in the dimension� The time and space

bounds of our methods are optimal or near�optimal in terms of n�

One open problem for low dimensions is to reduce the ��dependence even further� if possible� while

keeping O�n polylogn� space and O�polylogn� query time� Reducing the space complexity to linear

in Theorems 	� and 	�� would be interesting� Another problem is to derive our high�dimensional

results in Section  using only algebraic operations �without integer divisions and logarithms��
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